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IBM has taken an early leadership position in enterprise blockchain
and will remain a key player moving forward. However, though
its focus on building out networks first makes sense, it will begin to
encounter more serious competition soon.
But the IBM Blockchain Platform goes beyond

The Company

Hyperledger to provide a full BaaS (Blockchain
as a Service) offering. The IBM BaaS provides

IBM is one of the world’s largest IT vendors,

a management console along with an SDK

with $79.6 billion in revenue (2018) and

and range of extensions, dashboards, and

350,000 employees. Headquartered in

components. It also provides the ability to

Armonk, NY, the company has operations in

deploy (via RedHat OpenShift) on premises

177 countries. The IBM Blockchain division

and to the cloud (both IBM and third-party

first emerged in February 2016 when the firm

including AWS and Azure), as well as in multi-

announced plans to build a business-friendly

cloud and hybrid environments (see Figure 1).

blockchain platform and committed code to
the Linux Hyperledger Project. At the time, few

The strength of the IBM platform is in providing

had considered using blockchain for anything

the underlying blockchain infrastructure for

other than cryptocurrencies. Since that time,

any enterprise developer who wants to build

IBM has focused on building critical mass

a truly modular and distributed ledger-based

around its blockchain business by launching

network. It does this by providing a simplified

industry-wide initiatives.

SDK, offering a visual coding environment,
supporting multiple smart contract languages,

The Technology
At the core of the IBM Blockchain Platform is
the open-sourced Hyperledger Fabric 2.0. First
launched in 2017 (by IBM et. al.), Hyperledger
and its offshoots have rapidly become the
most popular blockchain flavor in the world
for building decentralized business networks.
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and facilitating a growing marketplace of both
IBM and third-party solutions. Of particular
importance for such a nascent technology is
the fact that IBM provides 24x7 support.
From a blockchain infrastructure perspective,
we would go as far as to say that as of today,
it is unrivalled and the de facto choice of
enterprise developers. In our opinion, enterprise
blockchain development is a complex
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undertaking, made more difficult by a skills
shortage. IBM has gone a long way toward
simplifying this work, though it remains

Figure 1

Overview of IBM Blockchain Platform

complex, and in setting an industry standard.
Beyond the core IBM Blockchain Platform,

IBM Services (Consulting)

the company has also created a number of
industry-wide initiatives, most notably in the
food sector, supply chain, and finance.

IBM Food Trust

IBM Blockchain Tools

Hyperledger Fabric

The Food Trust is an initiative that promises to
build out a shared and permissioned industrywide blockchain network (farm to table). The

RedHat OpenShift

goal of the Food Trust is to transform the food
industry and ensure compliance, safety, and

IBM Cloud – 3rd Party – Hybrid – On Premises

traceability from source to consumer. The
strategy for this initiative involves onboarding
major retailers such as Walmart and Kroger
early on and leveraging them to put pressure

traceability of freight. TradeLens has tools to

on suppliers to join and share information.

manage shipments and track and verify bills

Though to date many major retailers have

of lading, and it incorporates key document

joined the Food Trust, engaging with the

management capabilities. Similar to the

disjointed network of growers, producers,

FoodTrust, though, the challenge is to onboard

distributors, and 3PLs has been less

the many smaller players in the sector that

successful. It’s a good idea and one that may

make up, and are directly involved in, the vast

prove successful in the long term, but in our

bulk of day-to-day transactions. This is a sector

research in the industry, we have found a lot

where inefficiency (e.g., the time required for

of resistance from non-retailer players due to

excess paperwork or holding goods) can be

good-faith issues with major retailers that long

lucrative, and the incentives to join a blockchain

pre-date the Food Trust.

network are limited for many players.

TradeLens

IBM Blockchain for Trade Finance

TradeLens is an IBM initiative to transform

IBM has long been a key player in finance

the containerized freight-based shipping

industry technology, where operational

and logistics industry. Maersk, the global

challenges, compliance, and risk management

shipping company, was an early adopter and

are daily concerns across the sector. The Trade

has invested heavily in IBM blockchain and

Finance initiative aims to build trusted trading

in supporting TradeLens. Again, the goals

networks underpinned by smart contracts that

of this initiative are exemplary in that few

are bank-verified and KYC-compliant. Trade

would argue against the industry being in

Finance is a joint venture between IBM and

need of transformation to reduce costs and

12 major banks (including Deutsche Bank,

paperwork, and to increase visibility and

HSBC, and Santander) and provides a shared
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trading platform called we.trade with built-in
smart contracts to support cross-border trading.

Figure 2

IBM Blockchain Platform Assessment

As enterprise blockchain is still in its early
stages, larger organizations may require the
use of consulting services to build blockchain
networks. Though work such as this generates
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revenue for IBM, and its services division has
built some impressive blockchain systems for
their clients, it is also a source of pushback
from some customers. For on the one hand,
blockchain is supposed to be a low-cost,
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open-source, and easily available technology,
while on the other hand, consulting services
can be expensive and at times overambitious.
In our research, we have unfortunately seen
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some buyers be dissuaded from using IBM
Blockchain Platform because they believe
(erroneously) that they need to also spend
heavily on IBM consulting services. To be clear,
the IBM Blockchain Platform does not require
the use of IBM’s own consulting services; in

Our Opinion

many cases work can be done in-house or with

IBM has undoubtedly taken an early leadership

another qualified third-party developer.

position in enterprise blockchain and will
remain a key player moving forward. However,
though its focus on building out networks
first makes sense, it will begin to encounter
more serious competition soon. Though it has
launched ambitious initiatives in the supply
chain and finance sectors, it faces the same
challenges that have always plagued these
sectors: building trust and encouraging sharing
between trading entities. Even so, IBM has a
lot of visibility, credibility, and experience with
blockchain that many of its competitors do not
have. That provides IBM with an opportunity to
adapt to the changing market landscape from
a position of strength.
The challenge IBM is already encountering is
a common one in blockchain circles; namely,
every participant in a transaction needs to
be on board so as not to break the chain.
Though IBM appeals to keystone players
such as Walmart and Maersk, its appeal to
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smaller players and SMBs that are critical to
these extended chains is less clear. Moreover,
there can be no doubting IBM’s blockchain
ambitions, and the company has undertaken a
huge amount of work over the past few years.
Today though, many potential new users of
enterprise blockchain are coming to the party
from a business-application-first perspective,
underpinning existing ERP (for example)
applications with blockchain. Business
application vendors such as Oracle, SAP, and
Salesforce have noted this and have been
building out their own blockchain platforms
for easy plug and play.

Advice to Buyers
If you are considering using blockchain in your
enterprise, IBM will by default be on your list;
however, it is not the only option, nor in some
cases the right option. You need to consider
your use case first, as well as the network it
will span, how network participants will access
the blockchain, and the business applications
that will leverage blockchain capabilities. That
being said, despite moves by other major
cloud, networking, and business application
firms such as Microsoft, Amazon, Oracle, SAP,
and Cisco, IBM remains the leader in enterprise

Figure 2 shows our assessment of IBM

blockchain. But competition is heating up

Blockchain Platform across four categories.

and the real-world challenges of onboarding
partners to securely share transactional
information that was previously siloed must
still be resolved.

SOAR Analysis
Strengths

Aspirations

First to market

Build and expand industry sector networks

Global visibility as market leader in

Maintain its leadership role in

enterprise blockchain

enterprise blockchain

Opportunities

Results

Partner with business application vendors

Major industry initiatives launched

Create SMB/SME-friendly solutions

Early and successful deployments
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About Deep Analysis
Deep Analysis is an advisory firm that helps organizations
understand and address the challenges of innovative and
disruptive technologies in the enterprise software marketplace.
Its work is built on decades of experience in advising and
consulting to global technology firms large and small, from IBM,
Oracle, and HP to countless start-ups.
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Yet, unlike traditional analyst firms, Deep Analysis takes a buyer-

including the Wall Street Journal and

centric approach to its research and understands real-world
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Contact us:
info@deep-analysis.net
+1 978 877 7915
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